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Evolution? Never in a billion years! It is a hoax, an
academic fraud that cannot be sustained by reason or
observable fact.
If students were taught to think for themselves in the
government controlled brainwashing cells cynically
called public schools, the whole concept of biological
evolution would be laughed out of countenance and
collapse overnight.
If the world wasn’t made by a Creator, then ask the
professors – those high priests and gurus of the official
state religion called Humanism – how all the matter
and energy in the universe brought itself into existence
OUT OF NOTHING.
There is a ceaseless endeavor to promote the lie. The
narrator on one episode of a public television program
said, without blushing. “These monkeys evolved their
long prehensile tails to facilitate their swinging through
the trees.” Then, a couple of episodes later showed,
without comment, a tribe of monkeys swinging merrily
through the trees with only tiny stubs for tails!
On another show some pseudo-scientists told us over
and over how a single pair of birds “evolved” into
several species on a certain recently formed island.
But that is a variation within species; it is not
evolution. They weren’t changing into trees or
mushrooms or squirrels or snakes.
There was
“scientific” snake-oil, but no snakes.
In the name of “survival,” are we to believe that one
creature evolved upward into other creatures which
then turned around and preyed on their “parents” in a
patricidal food chain?
How does one account for human agony and ecstasy,
love and hate?
How did creatures survive while they were evolving
the healing process and weapons of defense?
How did creatures survive while learning to reproduce?
Given the slow process of “evolution” the first

primordial creature must have lived for millions of
years while blindly struggling through trial and error,
to replicate itself, or the same creature must have been
“evolved” over and over again in great numbers, in
either case there was no incentive to reproduce.
And, are we to suppose that a male and female of every
species just happened to evolve at the same time and in
the same place?
Why haven’t the worms crawled out of the ground and
evolved eyes? Why don’t we have at least three arms
and eyes in the backs of our heads?
Fish in dark underground caverns have lost their
eyesight through atrophism, or lack of use. If it is the
fate of an existing organ to be lost through the lack of
use, then an organ which has not come into existence
cannot be used and, therefore, cannot EVOLVE into
existence.
If the eye could not have evolved, then it was created,
and if the complex eye was created, then so was
everything else. It may or may not be in the textbooks,
but atrophism precludes evolution.
To the human mind there are only two possibilities:
that the universe and everything in it was created, or
that it came into existence by itself out of nothing.
Neither view is subject to scientific proof and can only
be accepted on belief or faith. No one can certify to
knowledge of the origin of things. It is the great
mystery of life.
Real science and the laws of probability say that
evolution, with its deceptive reliance on blind faith, is a
colossal con. If some smart monkey decided to keep
jumping off of a high cliff until it learned how to fly, it
couldn’t develop wings and feathers if it jumped a
million times. Besides, even the professors know it
would only jump once.

